
ON TRANSCENDENTALLY TRANSCENDENTAL FUNCTIONS*

BY

R. D. CARMICHAEL

1. Introduction.—Following the classification made by E. H. Moore in

his fundamental papert on transcendentally transcendental functions, we shall

say that a transcendental function y of x is algebraically or transcendentally

transcendental according as it does or does not satisfy a differential equation

of the form

H(x,y,yV, ...,«<*>) = 0,       y» = ^¡f  d = 1, •■•.*).

where H is a polynomial in xk y, ym, • • •, yw with constant coefficients.

The existence of transcendentally transcendental functions was first shown by

Holder, J who proved that the gamma function belongs to this class of func-

tions. Hurwitz§ obtained important results concerning these functions

and pointed out a special example. Others who have written on the subject

are Gronwall,|| Barnes,! Tietze,** MoRDOUCHAY-BoLTOvsKY.tt and

Stridsberg.ÎÎ

The principal result of this paper is stated in section 2 as a general theorem;

it is in the nature of an extension of a result due to Hurwttz. It furnishes an

immediate means of writing out an unlimited number of transcendentally

transcendental functions. In section 3, by means of number-theoretic con-

siderations taken in connection with preceding results, I prove the transcendent-

ally transcendental character of the class of functions defined in equation (5)

below; and in section 4 special cases of these functions are given which satisfy

functional equations of simple type.

* Presented to the Society (Chicago) December 30, 1911.

t Mathematische Annalen, vol. 48 (1896), pages 49-74.
JMathematische Annalen, vol. 28 (1887), pages 1-13.
¡Annales de l'école normale supérieure, ser. 3, vol. 6 (1889), pages 327-

332.
HÔfersigt K. Svenska Vetenskap. Akad. Forh., 1898.
^Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, ser. 2, vol. 2

(1904), pages 280-292.   Seereferences in this paper.

**Monatshefte für Mathematik und Physik, vol. 16 (1905), pages
329-364.   See the introduction to this paper for further references.

ttMatematischiski Sbornik, vol. 27 (1909), pages 360-408.
ÜArkiv for Mat., Astr. och Fys., vol. 6 (1910), numbers 15 and 18.
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2. General Theorem.—Let us consider the function of x defined by the

convergent infinite power series*

(1) y — a0 + ai x + a2 x2 + o3 x3 + • • •,

where a0, Oi, a2, • • • are rational fractions in their lowest terms. We seek

properties of the coefficients o„ which are necessary if y is to satisfy an algebraic

differential equation, that is, an equation of the form

(2) P(z, y, y«, ..., WW) = 0,

where P is a polynomial in x, y, yw, • • •, y(t) . It is clear that if y is an in-

tegral of any such differential equation, it is an integral of one of the same form

in which the coefficients are restricted to be integers. Accordingly, we suppose

that (2) has this property. Let us assume further, as we may without loss

of generality, that y satisfies no such equation of the form (2) and of order

lower than k, and that the degree of (2) in yw is equal to or less than the degree

in yw of any other such equation of order & which y satisfies.

If we differentiate (2) with respect to x an appropriate number of times, and

in the result put x = 0 and then clear of fractions, we have finally (see Hurwitz,

1. c, p. 329, equation (8)) an equation of the form

(3) s/S0 (h + bi n + • • ■ + by n') = G„ (y<>,$\ ••-, y„" l>)

where bo, bi, • ■ •, by, y are integers independent of n, and Gn is a polynomial

in 7/0, y(0l), - ■ - , y0n~v with integral coefficients; the equation being valid and

sufficing for the determination of t/J0 for every value of n greater than some

particular integer N. Here y0, y$, ••-, yíí0 are what y, ya), ••-, y(n)

become when x = 0.

An upper limit to the degree of Gn in its arguments is readily found. Suppose

that equation (2) is of degree tiny, y(1), • • •, yw . Then, after any number

of differentiations, the resulting equation is of degree t (at most) in y and its

derivatives. If in this we put x = 0, the equation so obtained is at most

of degree t in y0, j/u1), m(o2\ • ■ •. Hence the degree of Gn in its arguments

Vo, yul), • • ■, 2/u"-1) is at most t.

Now let m be any integer such that, for all values of n equal to or greater

than to, equation (3) is valid and the polynomial

h ( n ) = bo + i>i n + • • • + by nY

is different from zero. Let D be the least common multiple of the denomi-

nators of yo, yu\ ■•■, 2/um_1).   Then form the value of yT+,), s = 0, by

* By an " infinite power series " I mean a power series with an infinite number of coef-

ficients different from zero. A zero coefficient in (1) we shall suppose to be written in the form

0/1.
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means of a successive use of (3); we shall show by induction that the result

may be written in the form

(4\     i/m+*> = _   m+'_

W      2/0 2)',+1[Ä(TO)]«,[Ä(TO+l)r1...[Ä(TO + 5-  1 )]«*(!» + *)'

where Am+, is an integer.   For s = 0, (4) takes the form

I
im)-^m

y"      D'him)'

That this relation is true follows from (3) by putting n = to . Consequently

the proof of (4) may be completed by showing that if (4) is true for all values

of s equal to or less than a given value a, it is also true for s = a -+- 1. From

(3) we have

^+'+" = h(m+\+l)ft**.<*.W> ■■■> y^),

where Gm+,+1 is a polynomial of degree t (at most) in its arguments. The

rational numbers w0, ffi, • • •, vS"-1' have a common denominator D. Hence

if we assume (4) for s = 0, 1, 2, • • •, a, we see that the rational numbers

yof yol)> '" > yom+<r) have as a common denominator the denominator in the

second member of (4) for s = a. Writing each of these numbers as a fraction

having this common denominator, and substituting in the last equation above

(remembering that G is of degree t at most in its arguments), we are led at

once to an equation of the form (4) in which s is replaced by a + 1. Hence

the proof of (4) is complete.

Now if we put

g(x)= (to- 1)! Dl x (60 + 61 x +-|-6Ya:1') =c0 + C!a;+ ••• + caxa

and remember that a„ = y[n) / n I, we see that (4) leads at once to the following

theorem:*

Theorem: If the function y of x defined by the convergent series

y = flo 4- ai x + a2 x2 + a3 x3 + • • •,

where ao, ai, a2, • • • are rational fractions (which we take to be in their lowest

terms), is an integral of an algebraic differential equation whose coefficients are

rational functions of x, then there exist positive integers to and t, and a poly-

nomial
g (x) = Co + Ci x 4- • • • + ca Xa

whose coefficients cQ, C\, ■ ■ ■, c„ are integers independent of x, such that a„,

* This theorem is in the nature of an extension of the result stated by Httrwitz in the foot-

note on p. 330 of the paper already referred to, the extension consisting essentially in the de-

termination of Hurwitz's constants a0, a¡, ••• and ßt, ßi, ••• .
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n > to , has the value

=_An_

""      [g{m)]*~\g(m+l)]*~' •••[g{n-l)Yg{n)>

where An is an integer and no one of the numbers g (m), g (m-\- 1), ••• is

zero.

The integer t is the degree in y, yw, ■ ■ ■, yw of the polynomial P in equa-

tion (2) defined as in the first paragraph of this section.

Corollary I : For such a function y there exists a positive integer r such

that the denominator [numerator] of an, for n > 1, is in absolute value less than

n~.
The part of this corollary which refers to the denominators is an immediate

consequence of the theorem and the fact that

lim n-~[g (m) ]'~ • • • [g(n - 1) Y g (n) = 0
n=oa

when t > t. The part referring to the numerators follows from the other

part and the fact that the series for y is convergent for some x different from

zero. (It may be necessary to take the value of r greater in the latter case

than in the former.)

Corollary II: If b0,bi,b2, - - - is any set of rational fractions in their lowest

terms, an infinite number of which are different from zero, and if there exists an

integer t such that the numerator of bn, for increasing n, is ultimately less than

n7*, then each of the following series is permanently convergent and represents a

transcendentally transcendental entire function:

bo+biX + ^x2+..-+^+---,

6o+61x + ^x2+...+(-¿y]x»+...,

In the last example, ais a positive integer equal to or greater than 2, and the

denominator in the (n + 1 )th term is a°" ", a being repeated n times.

The proof follows at once from the fact that n(i+T)" (t = any positive

integer), which, for increasing n, is ultimately greater than n'" times the

numerator of 6„, is at the same time ultimately less than nn" or (nn) ! or

a" ". For when the coefficients of the powers of x in any one of the above

series are reduced to their lowest terms their denominators fail to satisfy the

condition of Corollary I, which is necessary if the function is an integral of

an algebraic differential equation.
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From the method of proof of this corollary it follows that any of these series

will continue to represent a transcendentally transcendental function if any

of its denominators are increased (in absolute value) in any way, provided

that the resulting number is still rational. Various other forms of examples

suggest themselves at once.

From Corollary I it follows readily that for the numbers 60,6!, • • • in

Corollary II we may take any set of rational numbers (an infinite number of

which are different from zero) such that y = b0 + 61 x + 62 x2 + • • • is an

integral of an algebraic differential equation.

3. Examples of transcendentally transcendental functions.—In Corollary

II above, and the remarks following it, we have suggested an unlimited number

of examples of transcendentally transcendental functions. In the present

section we obtain others of a different character.

From equation (3) the following result is readily deduced : If y is defined

as in the theorem above, then there exists an integer m and a polynomial h (x)

= 60 + 61 x + • • • + by xy whose coefficients are integers independent of x,

such that every divisor d of the denominator of a„ which is prime to n ! and to the

denominator of every a,-, i < n, is a factor of h(n). This theorem is prac-

tically proved by Hurwitz (1. c, pp. 329,330) though not explicitlv stated. We

have the following immediate consequence of this result:

Lemma. If y (as defined in the theorem above) is an integral of an algebraic

differential equation, and if the denominator of o„ is written in the form r„ sn

where sn is prime to n ! and to the denominator of every a,-, i < n, then there exists

an integer e such that, for increasing n, sn ultimately becomes and remains less

than n*.

This lemma we shall now employ to prove the following:

Let 60, 61, 62, • • • be a set of rational fractions in their lowest terms, an infinite

number of which are different from zero. Let them have the property that a

number N exists such that, for n > N, neither the numerator nor the denominator

of 6„ (when 6„ 4 0 ) contains a prime factor greater than n. Let a and ß be

any relatively prime integers one of which is in absolute value greater than 1.

Then the series

(5)   y=b0+ (a_ ß)kux+ ■   • + (a-ß)*.^-,?)*.. ..(an_ßn^n+- • •>

if it converges, defines a function which is transcendentally transcendental. Here

the numbers &,-,- are integers (positive, negative, or zero) and knn is equal to or greater

than 1 for an infinite number of values of n for which 6„ + 0.

Let ni, »i2, n3, • • • be an infinite sequence of numbers greater than N and

such that k^ „( 5 1 while 6,, 4 0. Denote by ßn the coefficient of xn in

series (5), when reduced to its lowest terms, and let sn< be the greatest factor

Tram An. Math. Soe. »I
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of the denominator of ßH which is prime to n, ! and to the denominator of

every bk, k < n,-. We shall show first that sn,, for every i, contains the

greatest factor F i of an' — ß"' which is prime to every at* — ß*, í < n¿.

It is well known* that every prime factor q of an< — ß"1 which is not contained

in any of — ß', s < ni, is of the form Xra,- + 1. It is therefore greater than

any factor of either the numerator or the denominator of any bk, k <[ n,-,

and hence it is not contained in any of these. Similarly, q is not contained

in n< 1. From these results and the fact that q is prime to every a* — ß*,

s < n,-, it follows that Fi is a factor of sni.

In view of our lemma, the proof of the transcendentally transcendental

character of y as defined in (5) will be completed if we show that for every

integer e we have

hm^= 0.

To effect the proof of this we shall need certain properties of the number F<,

and these we shall now obtain.

Let Qa (x) = 0 be the equation whose roots are the primitive nth roots of

unity without repetition, the coefficient of the leading term in Q„ ( x ) being

unity. The degree of Q„ (x) is <p (n), where <p denotes Euler's p-f unction.

Form the quantity Qn(a, ß) defined by the equation

Qn(a,ß) = ß*^Qn(^y

It is evident that Qn ( a, ß ) is a homogeneous form of degree <p ( n ) in a, ß.

I have shownf that the greatest common divisor of Q„ (a, ß) and anip — ßn!p

is 1 or p, p being any prime factor of n. From this it follows readily that

Qn ( a, ß ) has no factor in common with the numbers a* — ß', s < n, except

possibly prime factors of n and their products.   Hence it follows that

„ =  \Qni(a,ß)\
Fi> Hi •

Now suppose that p lies between the two quantities | a | and \ß | and is

greater than 1. By using the product form for Qn ( a, ß ) obtained from the

product formf for Qn ( x ), one may show without difficulty that we have

p*^     _     n «p - ft») • n(a',"""— ß\"pqr) • •. _

S?.\QHi«,ß) I "¡T.    K-«) n («r-ßri"") ■■■    " °'
*Lucas, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 1 (1878), p. 291.
fAmerican Mathematical Monthly, vol. 16 (1909), pages 153-159.
% See Bachmann's Kreisteilung, p. 16.
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where

011 ~p' ßl = ~p'

and p, q, r, • • • are the different prime factors of n. Hence one sees readily

that the proof of our theorem will be completed if we show that

n'+1
lim^Ä)=°

for every integer e; and the existence and value of the last limit follow at

once from the obvious fact that for increasing n,

ultimately becomes and remains greater than n¿. Thus we have completed

the demonstration of the transcendentally transcendental character of y

as defined in equation (5).

4. Transcendentally transcendental functions satisfying functional equa-

tions.—In the preceding sections we have established the transcendentally

transcendental character of functions which may be written down in un-

limited number. Usually, however, there will be nothing to ensure that a

function so defined shall possess valuable or interesting special properties.

In the present section we give several special cases of functions of the general

form in equation (5) so chosen that they satisfy functional equations of simple

type and of such form as to make certain that the functions are essentially

simple in character and possess a set of important special properties which

are easily found. In no case, however, will the detailed discussion of the

properties of the functions be given.

Throughout this section we shall denote by a and ß two relatively prime

integers one at least of which is in absolute value different from unity; and we

shall write a / ß = q.

Example 1. If &i x + 62 x2 + b3 x3 + • • • is a convergent infinite power

series whose coefficients are rational fractions in their lowest terms such that

for every n greater than some preassigned N neither the numerator nor the

denominator of 6„ (when bn 4 0) contains a prime factor greater than n,

then the function

9{X)~ a-ßX + o?-ß2X +a3-ßiX +

is transcendentally transcendental and satisfies the functional equation

g (qx) — g(x) = 6X x + b2 x2 + b3 x3 +

Special cases are afforded by taking as the second member of this equation
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the developments of the functions

1 _    ,   ex — 1,   log(l + x),    sinx,   cos x — 1,    •'••.

In particular we have a transcendentally transcendental function

a being any integer greater than 1.

Example 2:

x I™
g(x) = l + (g_ 1)n+ •  • + (ç_i)»(i«_i)»... (9»_ !)»+•••;

g(9"x)-ng(9"-1x) + W(W2~1)g(g"-2x)-+ (-l)»<7(x) = x?(x).

For the special case when n = 1 we have

x x2
flf(x) = 1+ (g-1) + (        i)(gi!- i)2+ '•••;   0(9*) " (l + x)g(x).

The transcendentally transcendental character of the last function has been

previously established by Stridsberg (see the first paper referred to above).

Example 3:

X_JX^_y+n gn«_

9^X> ~ a - ß+ (a - ß) (an - ßn) + (a - ß) (a* - ßn) (a"1 - ßn')

«yl+n+n* j.n»

+ (a-ß)(an-ßn) •■• (an°-ßn') ~*        '

g (ax) — g (ßx) — g (yxn) = x,

where y is any rational number and n is an integer greater than 1.

Example 4:
X Xn X X

?(*)  =   1 + a^+a^—ßn+an>_ß«>+an>_ßn'+   '",

g (ax) - g (ßx) - g (axn) + g (ßxn) = x,

where n is an integer greater than 1.

Example 5:

XX2 **
g ( x ) = 1 + ——-s + t——-r—r-j—-~t +

a-ß^ (a-ß)(at-ß2)^ (a-ß)(a2-ß2)(a3-ßs)

g (ax) - g (ßx) = xg(x).
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Example 6: The functional equation

g (ax) - g (ßx) - g (x2) - g (x3) = x

possesses a unique solution which is analytic at the point zero.   This function

is transcendentally transcendental.

It is obvious that such special examples might be multiplied indefinitely.

Indiana University.


